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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
 
The great artist Vincent Van Gogh once wrote: We are pilgrims on the earth and 
strangers; we have come from afar and we are going far. How true this is for 
Australians who make a Camino. By it’s nature, walking the Camino means that 
we do go far, and to even get to our starting point we certainly come from afar!
One of the things that I am passionate about is to make people aware of other 
pilgrimage journeys that they may take. With that in mind, I think you’ll find this 
edition of the newsletter of great interest, as there is an article comparing the 
Camino Francés and the Via Francigena as well as an article on the chemin that 
begins in Mont St-Michel in France.   
 
Many people think the word ‘Camino’ is synonymous with the Camino Francés,  
and yet if one looks at a map of Spain, France and the rest of Europe it becomes  
obvious that there are many, many paths heading to Santiago de Compostela, 
along with a number heading to Rome.  We have forgotten that in medieval 
times people closed their door and walked from wherever they lived and, then, 
once arriving in Santiago they would turn around and walk back home! As the 
paths got closer to Spain and to Santiago in particular, the paths converged and 
became a very well-trodden path indeed, with the Camino Francés being the 
most well-trodden one today.  
 
I have been fortunate in being able to begin my pilgrimages on some of these 
less-travelled paths and I can recommend them for the peace and serenity that 
one finds. These paths offer great challenges as one fortifies oneself against 
loneliness. One must be willing to accept the unusual (in accommodation, food, 
and who one meets) and challenge oneself with the language and ability to  
navigate sometimes poorly-marked paths. However, meeting these challenges, 
being willing to step into the unknown, and making a solitary journey is a joy 
many do not have. It is a privilege to walk through the small villages on the way 
and indeed the locals convey the impression that they are honoured that  
someone would bother to come from the other side of the world to walk through 
their village, and generally look for ways to help a pilgrim on their journey.  
 
When we go on a pilgrimage, whether it be long or short, as our fitness  
increases, we find the new experiences wonderfully energising. We have time on 
our pilgrimage to think, to feel, and to enjoy the way. This energy often leads to 
a wealth of new ideas, some of which get acted upon on our return home.  
Chateaubriand, the French writer and politician, summarised this beautifully 
when he wrote: There was never a pilgrim that did not come back to his own 
village with one less prejudice and one more idea.  
 
If you have travelled far, made a Camino, or are planning one, I trust it has 
been, or will be, a time of peace and reflection and, on your return, you find 
that you are brimming with new ideas that enhance this wonderful life we live. 
 
Buen Camino. 

Cover photo: The shell has long been depicted in art:  
Botticelli’s ‘Birth of Venus’ (1486) (see Quiz, pp20-21, Qu.23) Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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A hospitalero on the Camino del Norte 

PILGRIMS OFFICE SANTIAGO – VOLUNTEERS WANTED (Oct 2013 – Apr 2014) 

 
For many years volunteers have been engaged in the Pilgrims’ Office often on  
an informal basis. Now the Cathedral de Santiago wishes to offer more defined, 
planned opportunities for pilgrims to volunteer to receive pilgrims, issue the 
sello of the Cathedral and the Compostela. 
 
Therefore we are inviting applications  
from experienced pilgrims to volunteer  
in the office from October 2013.   
 
The volunteers will pay for their own 
transport and subsistence.   
Accommodation is provided.  
 
Successful applicants will have walked a 
Camino and will have good language skills, 
including being able to speak Spanish at  
intermediate level.  From October 2013 to 
April 2014 we are seeking 2 volunteers  
who would come usually for a minimum  
of 2 weeks.  
 
Further information and an application pack 
available from: 
 
Johnniewalker-santiago@hotmail.com 

TRAILER FOR CAMINO DOCUMENTARY 

My name is Alicia Wszelaki and I am one of the co-directors of the new short 
documentary, ‘Camino: The Journey to Santiago’. Our goal in making this short 
impressionistic film was to emulate the spirit and soul of the Camino de  
Santiago pilgrimage along the Camino Francés. Our wish, I’m sure much like 
yours, is to inspire, connect, and encourage past and future pilgrims.  
 
I invite you to check out the short trailer below  
in which you can view the entire 15 minutes.  
 

Thank you.  

 
Alicia Wszelaki  

http://caminothejourneytosantiago.com  

 

Trailer: http://vimeo.com/ondemand/camino/ 
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CAN EVERYONE REALLY GO ON A PILGRIMAGE?  
EXPLORING THE ACCESSIBLE RANGE OF PARTICIPATION IN PILGRIMAGE 
 
What makes a journey a pilgrimage? Let’s not 
open that can of worms! What’s the difference 
between a tourist and a pilgrim? Now there’s  
another can of worms! Can everyone really go 
on a pilgrimage? Well, that’s the can of worms 
I’m going to open in this article! I can’t  
promise a definitive answer but here’s some 
food for thought.   
 
I am fortunate to have been able to achieve 
my goal of walking each step of the Camino 
Francés twice. I completed my first pilgrimage 
in 2009 and it was profoundly transformative. 
My second Camino in 2011 was also positively 
life-shaping for me. Like many pilgrims I've 
experienced bed bugs, fleas, tendonitis,  
plantar fasciitis, neuromas, blisters, gastro-
enteritis and influenza AND I still had the most 
extraordinarily wonderful time of my life on 
both Caminos (and would be there again now if 
I could swing it!). Back at home working as an 
occupational therapy academic, I became 
intrigued by the potential to harness the 
transformative potential of pilgrimage with a 
range of clients of the health and human  
services.  
 
Searching the scholarly and popular literature it was clear there is both  
increasing popular interest and participation in pilgrimage. Importantly, the ben-
efit to health and wellbeing experienced by contemporary pilgrims is increasingly  
evidence-based. Bearing this international literature in mind, I began to wonder 
whether participating in pilgrimage (and the experience of being a pilgrim) could 
be ‘authentically’ available to everyone in our contemporary community. Or was 
‘authentic’ pilgrimage restricted to people with health, wealth, time and the 
capacity to travel independently? My Camino experiences were both walking  
pilgrimages but is something like ‘walking’ really the key to being a pilgrim? Is 
there an ‘authentic’ style of pilgrimage or is having an ‘authentic’ pilgrim spirit 
what is most important to this experience in our contemporary environment? 
 
While each pilgrimage experience is unique and multi-dimensional, the notion of 
‘authenticity’ is something most pilgrims have considered and, perhaps, debated 
in detail. Some people (including some authors in the literature) have very firm 
views on ‘authentic’ pilgrimage and how to ‘authentically’ achieve the status of 
pilgrim. My purpose in this article is to show that the range of ‘authentic’ partici-
pation makes pilgrimage exceptionally accessible for people with diverse goals, 
resources and abilities.  

Michelle awaiting the Pilgrims’ Mass 
after gratefully and humbly  
arriving in the Catedral de  

Santiago de Compostela in 2011 
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 I have summarised some of the literature describing the range of participation, 
including corporeal pilgrimage, pilgrimage through objects, pilgrimage  
via armchair study and viewing, vicarious pilgrimage including delegation,  
pilgrimage through imagination and fantasy, cyber-pilgrimage, stationary  
pilgrimage and, finally, pilgrimage through metaphor. Of course, this range of 
participation will be no surprise to people immersed in the pilgrimage culture.  
As an inclusive community of pilgrims, I wonder if there’s potential for us to 
champion the idea that experiencing the 
world through those unforgettable ‘Camino 
eyes’ should be accessible to everyone with 
an ‘authentic’ pilgrim spirit. 
 
Corporeal pilgrimage 
Obviously, we know pilgrimage can be 
achieved through movement of the person 
known as corporeal participation. Physically 
being on pilgrimage can involve human  
propulsion (for example walking or cycling).  
In 2009, Luis Gonzalez-Bunstar became the 
first person in the history of Spain to com-
plete the Camino in a wheelchair using only 
his own strength (walkaboutfoundation.org). 
Le Chemin pour Tous (The Camino for All) is 
an association in France adapting modern 
technology to enable people with disabilities 
to experience the Camino. Corporeal  
pilgrimage can also involve different forms 
of transportation (for example car, bus or 
horse).  
 
Pilgrimage through objects 
Participation in pilgrimage and experiencing 
the identity of pilgrim can be achieved 
through the movement of objects. Most 
commonly the object is money which is sent 
to support a pilgrimage that is personally 
meaningful1. The movement of objects 
could also involve making garments for, or 
sending health supplies to, pilgrims and  
pilgrimage organisations.  
 
Armchair pilgrimage 
In the Confraternity of St James Bulletin, Willson noted from personal  
experience that armchair pilgrims ‘still have our own way of journeying and 
(self) discovery’2. Internationally, serious armchair pilgrims identify with a  
pilgrimage and then commit to studying the meaning, practices and location. 
These pilgrims participate in their pilgrimage via the internet, books, maps,  
diaries, films, music, and photographs. Armchair pilgrims can also become active 

Above:  
Example of Le Chemin pour Tous:  

all-terrain wheelchair on the  
Camino (Via Podiensis  
near Cahors, France) 

 
Below:  

Donativo box in  
Catedral de Santiago de Compostela 
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members of organisations supporting their  
pilgrimage (like AFotC) even though they  
may never have a goal to physically go on  
pilgrimage.  
 
Vicarious pilgrimage 
‘Vicarious pilgrimage’3 involves delegating the 
corporeal experience to someone else and then 
vicariously participating in the journey by  
asking the corporeal pilgrim to perform rituals. 
The experience of meaningful co-presence with 
the corporeal pilgrims is achieved by the  
vicarious pilgrim through regular reports from 
the journey, ex-votoes and receiving souvenirs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Imaginative pilgrimage 
A pilgrim can make their journey in  
the realm of imagination. While imaginative 
pilgrimage could involve fantasy  
landscapes, destinations and beings, it can 
also be based on a real world  
experience like the Camino4. 

 
 

 
Cyber-pilgrimage 
MacWilliams described virtual pilgrim-
age in cyber-space as ‘booming’ near-
ly a decade ago5. ‘‘Virtual pilgrimage’ 
is an internet neologism for a site on 
the net where people can simulate a  
sacred journey for educational,  
economic and spiritual purposes’5. In 
2000, The New York Times reported 
on Pope John Paul II’s virtual pilgrim-

Membership badges evident for 
various organisations supporting  
the Camino 

The familiar pilgrim’s  
shadow cast on the Camino 

Early morning view over the Pyrenees 
on Day 1 of Camino Francés  
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age to Ur when he was forced to abandon 
his corporeal pilgrimage due to political 
unrest. Being a ‘cyber-pilgrim’6 ‘provides 
a dynamic multi-media environment for 
communing with the sacred’5. A group  
of pilgrims in Seattle completed what  
they reported to be the first cyber-
pilgrimage on the Camino in 2011 
( c y b e r p i l g r i m s . b l o g . c o m . a u ) .  
Caminoteca.com has satellite views of the 
Camino stages. This website is also an 
example of the increasing number of com-
panies that ship Camino souvenirs includ-
ing bookmarks, hip flasks, bracelets, note-
books and badges. At mivela.com you can 
even SMS or telephone a donation to light 
a virtual candle in the Catedral de  
Santiago de Compostela (as well as other  
pilgrimage sites).  
 
 
Stationary pilgrimage 
Stationary pilgrimage is experienced 
through direct contact with passing  
pilgrims. A hospitalero on the Camino is a 
great example of the stationary pilgrim for 
whom helping each passing pilgrim is a 
step on their own sacred journey. Notable 
Camino scholar (and guide) Nancy Frey 
observed that the ‘pilgrimage expands the 
options for creative identity shaping not 
only among pilgrims but also among the 
many who populate the way’7. 
 
 
 
 
 

Metaphorical pilgrimage 
Pilgrimage is ‘a vehicle that propels our 
movement through the whole slew  
of metaphors for both life and  
experience’8. Metaphorical pilgrimage  
brings deeper meaning to a real world 
experience of change and adaption in a  
person’s life. 
 
 

Above top: Virtual candles in Catedral  
de Santiago de Compostela 
Above: Evidence of the generosity of 
locals toward pilgrims near León 

Camino route  
into the distance on the Meseta 
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Photography: Michelle Courtney  

Conclusion 
Clearly, though debates will always continue, I believe that pilgrimage can be 
accessible to everyone with an ‘authentic’ pilgrim spirit. I have previously  
published on the theme of accessible pilgrimage in the Journal of Occupational  
Science and the British Journal of Occupational Therapy. At present in my PhD 
studies, I’m scoping definitions and common experiences of contemporary  
pilgrimage. Ultimately, I’ll be exploring the experience of caring on the Camino. 
Whether in a formal role (for example as a hospitalero) or in the day-to-day on 
pilgrimage, all of us have been cared for and have cared for others on the 
Camino. Certainly, experiencing the different ways we pilgrims cared for each 
other on the Camino created beautiful memories from my pilgrimages and, back 
at home, these memories help to sustain my pilgrim spirit. 
 
Michelle Courtney (Vic) 
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Michelle nestled at the foot of  
St James at Alto San Roque,  

near O’Cebreiro 
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Just walking:  
Our Chairman walking through the canola fields in England on her way to France and Rome 

in 2012, and Michelle (see pp.4-8) walking into El Acebo in 2009—a dream come true!  

“Solvitur ambulando”  
(It is solved by walking - Latin) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“It is the best of humanity, I think, that goes out to walk. In happy hours all 
affairs may be wisely postponed for this. Dr Johnson said, ‘Few men know how 
to take a walk,’ and it is pretty certain that Dr Johnson was not one of those 
few. It is a fine art: there are degrees of proficiency, and we distinguish the 

professors from the apprentices. The qualifications are endurance, plain 
clothes, old shoes, an eye for nature, good-humour, vast curiosity, good speech, 
good silence, and nothing too much. Good observers have the manners of trees 

and animals, and if they add words, it is only when words are better than  
silence. But a vain talker profanes the river and the forest, and is nothing like 

so good company as a dog.”  
Ralph Waldo Emerson  
(Country Life,1857) 

 
“The geographical pilgrimage is the symbolic acting out an inner journey. The 

inner journey is the interpolation of the meanings and signs of the outer  
pilgrimage. One can have one without the other. It is best to have both.”  

Thomas Merton  
(Mystics & Zen Masters, 1961) 
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THE CAMINO FRANCES AND VIA FRANCIGENA COMPARED…  
AND THE LOVE OF SOLITARY PILGRIMAGE 
 
The Camino el Santiago and the Via Francigena (VF) share a common thread in 
that they are equally age-old, well-travelled pilgrimages, but in many ways they 
are also very different. Not only in distances travelled and terrain traversed, but 
the way in which they are viewed in the current day. Why do we feel the urge  
to undertake such strenuous journeys? The reasons are many and not always  
religious in nature. Many people from all walks of life, all ages, all religions, and 
all nationalities are drawn to undertake these journeys.  
 
Why did I first decide to walk the Camino de Santiago in 2011? Simple, I love 
walking: well, ‘simple’, or so I thought! I had previously walked the Pilgrims Way 
in England and a friend mentioned that there was a talk on at the WEA in  
Adelaide about the Camino de Santiago. I had missed it, but within a week I had 
coffee with a very inspirational lady, Janet (our Chairman – ED),  who gave me 
the confidence to buy a guidebook, and book my flight to Paris and the train to  
St Jean-Pied-de-Port.  
 
I prepared myself physically and mentally for both walks with lengthy treks 
around South Australia, often starting and finishing from my own front door and, 
more often than not, up to 20k in length.  
 
The Camino Francés (CF) starts with a long hard climb up through the Pyrenees, 
so in preparation I did a fair bit of walking up onto the ranges of Willunga behind 
my home - I did not want to feel totally stuffed at the start of the walk! I have 
always walked reasonable distances so I felt training on hill climbs was a must, 
having discerned from books exactly what I could expect at the start of the 
Camino. Via Francigena and Camino waymarkers 
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I was not so concerned with 
my fitness for the Via Fran-
cigena, as the first few 
weeks through France are 
fairly flat land and I knew I 
could build my fitness  
levels up before reaching the 
Haute Marne Provence.  
Mentally, I did not know 
what to expect on the 
Camino, so I decided I would 
approach each day at a time. 
I continued this way when I 
started the VF, always telling 

people I hoped to reach Rome but never saying that I was going to Rome! Never 
carry expectations along the way: you will always be surprised how much you can 
achieve without setting targets. 
 
The Camino Francés is a reasonably easy walk: there are many people walking 
The Way and thus, a camaraderie grows amongst one’s fellow pilgrims, accom-
modation along the way is easy to find, either in albergues or hotels and there is 
usually a decent pilgrim meal at a reasonable rate in the evening.  
 
The VF is a different kettle of fish mentally and I was concerned how I would 
cope with solitary walking - fine for a day or so, but three months… I was  
worried. So my lovely long-suffering husband, whom I had not invited on the 
Camino, was invited to join me for a month in Italy. I found I enjoyed walking on 
my own - I actually like myself! However it was lovely to meet up with the old 
chap in Aosta: we laughed lots, got lost as we chatted too much, ate heaps of 
pasta and I learnt to stitch his blisters! 
 
On the VF I carried a small stove to cook up soup or noodles for lunch. The  
accommodation proved to be quite varied; I stayed in YHA camping sites, caravan 
parks, abbeys, monasteries, B&Bs and the odd hotel. I started by booking ahead, 
but after a few days decided it 
was not necessary; occasional-
ly I got it wrong, and a couple 
of times I was fortunate to be 
offered a couch by a local! 
Most of the time I was the only 
pilgrim staying in the accom-
modation.  
 
The CF through Spain is well 
waymarked and, with so many 
people, one hardly needs to 
carry a map. The VF route 

Alison in the Pyrenees 

Above: The Alps from Lake Geneva  
(I am going to walk up there!)  
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through France is not well marked and, 
although I took many maps with me, I 
did get lost often until I met with a 
Brazilian pilgrim who had downloaded 
guidebooks onto his phone. Not so 
technically savvy, I had contemplated 
this before leaving and dismissed the 
idea, but once away from everyday 
hassle and bustle of life, I took time to 
download these guide books and they 
helped me so much. I also called into 
many tourist offices and collected local 
maps whenever possible - this paid 
dividends in the Haute Marne region of 
France where it rained so much and all villages were closed to traffic, but I  
managed to find my way up through local woodland hill areas without too much 
trouble. Once into Switzerland and Italy, I found the way reasonably marked 
although I continued to get lost - my fault, as I often managed to get into my 
own happy dreamland! I loved walking alone. I had never thought I would as I am 
a pretty sociable person but for me it suddenly became  fabulous… to walk daily 
with one’s thoughts. I loved the scenery, the flora and fauna, the history of the 
towns and villages, the kindness of people I met on the way. I found I started 
the VF as a ‘walk’ but felt I ended as a ‘pilgrim’: so many lovely things  
happened to me on a daily basis I found that the true spirit of human kindness is 
alive. 
 
When walking the CF, it is pretty easy to get a bus from town to town. It is also 
possible for a fee to get your rucksack carried. On the VF, it is not possible to 
get local buses often and I saw no suggestion that there was a pack-carrying 
service. A couple of times I resorted to asking for a ride (in the pouring rain!), 
and I also took the paddle steamer across the lake from Lausanne. 
 
The start of my pilgrimage on the VF coincided with the Anzac Day commemora-
tion at Villers-Bretonneux. I had not planned on going to the ceremony but  

decided on short notice to 
make the diversion and  
attend. The Western Front 
stretches 130km from Ypres 
in Belgium to Peronne in 
France. In excess of 60,000 
Australians lived, fought and 
died in the First World War, 
sacrificing their lives. Villers-
Bretonneux was decked out 
in green and gold, with card-
board cut-outs of koalas and 
kangaroos throughout the 
village. I, along with 4000+ 

Champagne cave near Epernay, France 

Australian War Memorial near Villers-Bretonneux 
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other Australians, attended. A most moving  
ceremony that will live in my memory. 
 
Both the CF and the VF transverse some of the loveliest wine regions of Europe. I 
thoroughly enjoyed tasting wines from the Rioja and Navarra regions in Spain, 
champagne in France!!! In Switzerland I tried some lovely Gamays, whilst in Italy 
I tasted wines from regions in the Valley of Aosta, Piedmont and Tuscany.  
 
On the CF, I had always thought I would arrive in Santiago, as it was a month’s 
walk and that for me would be possible, but... to walk to Rome... I was never 
sure until I stood next to the Observatory and looked down on St Peter’s! 
 
On both pilgrimages, I found I loved walking up through the mountains: maybe 
it’s a feeling of getting nearer to heaven (said with tongue in cheek!). I am  
pretty sure that God had a tremendous sense of humour - well, man is on earth, 
so that proves it to me! I was fit for all the mountain-climbing and that definitely 
made life easy - the air seems to be purer and life simpler.  
 
How fortunate I am in 
the last couple of years 
to have walked both the 
Camino, from St Jean to 
Santiago de Compostela, 
and the Via Francigena, 
from Canterbury to 
Rome. Both pilgrimages 
have left me feeling so 
privileged to have  
completed them and 
should you be contem-
plating either, do it! 
 
Alison Todd (SA) 
 
 
 
 

 

St Peter’s, seen from the Observatory in Rome 
 

Above: Accommodation in a monastery 
Right: Sunrise from a monastery window, Tuscany 
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THE PLANTAGENET WAY: FROM SAINT MICHAEL TO SAINT JAMES 
 
This year I decided, in my annual trip to Europe, to include the ‘Voie des Plan-
tagenets’ from Mont Saint-Michel to Bordeaux. This route is conveniently sign-
posted in both directions, to Mont Saint-Michel and in the opposite direction to 
Santiago. In general, waymarking was very good but I used the Rando publica-
tions guide for maps, accommodation, and information on towns and cities. 
 
I began in Avranches, near to Mont Saint-Michel (MSM) and well-known as one of 
the break-through towns during the Normandy landings. This event is well  
remembered in the town where there is a commemorative area, complete with 
tank, to the American forces. My hotel, opposite, was appropriately called Hotel 
Patton. The town also hosts the remaining manuscripts from MSM in an  
impressive high-tech museum. 
 
Wanting to walk to MSM, I took the bus to Pontaubault and from there walked 
the 21k to MSM, crossing the extensive mud flats and areas of samphire, as well 
as dodging the grazing sheep. These flats are renowned as having the second 
highest tide in the world but, not knowing this, I decided to take a short cut, 
heading directly to the Abbey rather than follow the coastal path. However, to 
discourage this, a fence had been constructed between the flats and the cause-
way. Luckily I was walking at low tide so was able to gain the causeway and join 
the throngs heading towards the Abbey. 
 

The causeway leading to the magnificent Mont St-Michel 
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Fortunately, I had booked 
at the Maison du Pelerin, 
conveniently placed as it 
is the last building before 
the steps continue up to 
the Abbey. There are 
about five single rooms, 
with sheets provided, for 
20€ as well as a fully-
equipped kitchen and 
lounge room. The Abbey 
is, of course, impressive 
and a bonus was the fact 
that the ticket collectors 
and guides were in dispute 
with management so entry 
and a guided tour were 
both free! 
 

My second day after leaving MSM was at the town of Montours where I had 
booked at the gite municipal. It is worth mentioning here that booking is not 
only allowed but advisable, given that this route is infrequently travelled and 
accommodation is usually provided by the mairie so you also need to be aware 
of their opening hours. At Montours, the mairie insisted on driving me to the gite 
even though it was only about 500m away. The gite had three separate rooms, 
all with new beds, and an extremely well-equipped kitchen... including a fridge 
stocked with various drinks and much-appreciated beer. 
 
The next day to Fougeres included some welcome stretches through the forest 
as the weather was unseasonally hot and close to 35 degrees by early afternoon. 
Accommodation here was provided by Sisters in a large religious  
complex, which allocated a separate flat to pilgrims. Once again, I had a large 
double bed to myself as well as a kitchen and lounge. Walking into Fougeres I 
noticed banners and crowds 
awaiting the Tour de France 
which was due the next day. 
 
One of the hazards of less-
travelled routes is contend-
ing with back roads that lead 
by farms. The next day, two 
very aggressive dogs came 
barking and snarling towards 
me and it was only by some 
aggressive actions on my 
part that the dogs didn’t 
have an early snack. Later 
on I had arranged to stay 

Chateau in Angers 

Avranches, showing Hotel Patton as well as the memorial 
and tank in the background to the Americans 
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with a family who open 
their home to pilgrims, to 
provide accommodation 
and food to those passing 
by. Once again a beautiful 
bedroom and dinner with 
the family, including a 
few bottles of local cider 
drunk out of traditional 
tea cups. That evening 
they told me they would 
be leaving for work early 
the next day, so would 
leave breakfast out for me 
and to let myself out! 
 
 
 

The route to La Guerche was a pleasant change from what had been rather a lot 
of road walking, as it was an old railway line and shaded by trees along the 
whole length. One of the most frustrating but ultimately rewarding days was at 
La Rouadière  where I was told that the local bar had the key to the gite, but it 
was closed, with a note referring me to the mairie. Looking lost in the very 
small town, I approached a man outside his house and asked where the mairie 
was. He very obligingly invited me in for a much-needed glass of water and rang 
the mairie for me. I was taken to the gite, a triple-storied mansion, once again 
all to myself. There must have been five large separate bedrooms, with new 
ones being discovered every time I opened another door, as well as the usual 
kitchen and lounge. 
 
A few days later my 
latest gadget, a Sam-
sung Galaxy Note 8, 
proved invaluable as, 
not unusually, I took a 
wrong turn and became 
hopelessly lost. Out 
came the Note and with 
GPS I found out exactly 
where I was, about 
5kms off the way. At Le 
Lion D’Angers, a tran-
quil little town located 
on the Oudon river, I 
had to go to the local  
florist’s shop to pick up 
the key to the gite 
which was located at 

This beautiful old stone house gite  
which I had all to myself! 

 
 

Church at Fenioux, between St Jean D'Angelly and Saintes  
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the end of a row of houses along the river. This stay produced an interesting  
incident: at about 11pm, I could hear someone making a serious effort to break 
in. I got up to find a reasonably well-dressed man standing in the doorway.  
Before I had time to speak, he turned around and walked out. Presumably he 
knew that the gite was seldom used and a good place to find a free bed! Angers 
was the first sizeable town since MSM and I decided to stay two nights in the Ibis  
hotel. These two days were spent exploring the ancient seat of the Plantagenets, 
including the cathedral, half-timbered houses and the magnificent castle with its 
impressive walls. 
 
The following day produced a rainy afternoon, the first in several weeks, so the 
hotel in Brissac-Quince was a welcome sight and again I had to book to ensure 
the hotel would be open in the afternoon. It is common in France in small towns 
for hotels to close in the afternoon, another reason to call ahead even for hotels. 
The very impressive chateau, located across the road, was a highlight, even with 
the French-speaking guide who gave me a sheet with a synopsis of the tour. 
 

The church in Le Puy Notre Dame  
contains a much revered relic; a few 
very small sections said to be from the 
Virgin Mary’s belt. Airvault, and the 
area around it, is a favourite retire-
ment area for British expats and the 
gite I stayed in was run by such a cou-
ple. I mentioned that Parthenay, my 
next town, was further than I wanted 
to walk so the owner offered to pick 
me up after I had walked halfway then 
take me back to the halfway point the 
next day, a much-appreciated offer 
taken up with alacrity! Parthenay had 
its regular food market which seemed 

The chateau at Brissac  
and its entrance hall 

 
Amphitheatre and Saint Eutrope  
church, Saintes 
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to stretch throughout the streets 
of the town, with stalls selling 
flowers, pot plants, food, bread, 
farm produce, or cheap clothing.  
 
The following days were very hot 
with little opportunity to buy a 
cool drink along the way until 
reaching Champdeniers Saint  
Denis where, luckily, the lady 
running the gite was waiting for 
me. This was a private house 
where the adjoining upstairs was 

all mine. The lady kindly drove me to the supermarket out of town to stock up 
on supplies as, although the town had several pharmacies, hairdressers, real 
estate agents etc, there was nowhere to buy food and the bar, next door to the 
gite, was closed. 
 
One problem with guide books is that they can sometimes be vague with distanc-
es. I was heading towards a town where a chambres d’hôtes was said to be. 
When I arrived, after a long hot day, I was told it was another 5k away and, to 
compound the frustration, when I arrived at the hamlet of five houses, I asked 
where it was and was told they were away. I then asked if they could telephone 
but was told that they had no phone and told me to walk another 10k. As the 
chambres d’hôtes was next door, I decided to see for myself and found the  
owners at home, who kindly showed me to my spacious room – their neighbours, 
they said, had some animosity towards them. Later that evening I shared their  
evening meal and homemade liqueur and wine ensuring a sound sleep. 
 
My second last gite (see photo above) was most  
unusual as it was located in a cemetery in a suburb of 
Bordeaux. Presumably it would have been the care-
taker’s house but now hosts pilgrims, in what must be 
one of the quietest gites, with the rear windows  
having a view over the graves, a sombre place to fin-
ish my chemin.  
 
This chemin was one of the most enjoyable I have  
embarked upon. There was a good mix between large 
cities and small towns and the range of accommoda-
tion was one of the most varied and went from munic-
ipal gites, chambres d'hotes and hotels. One thing 
that makes this chemin unique is that MSM is, of itself, 
a destination for pilgrims as well as a starting point 
for those heading towards Santiago de Compostela. 
 
Kevin Hall (Vic) 

Kevin (left) with Patrick,  
a Frenchman he walked  
with for about 5 days,  

at Bordeaux, at the end of  
The Plantagenet Way  

The gite in Bosquet, Bordeaux—in the cemetery!  
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Pilgrim Gathering 
Adelaide, SA 

Rosefield Uniting Church Hall 
2 Carlton Street, Highgate 

Sunday 27 October, 2013 
2.30 – 5.00 pm 

(Venue open from 2pm) 

Theme: 
 

‘WET WEATHER GEAR’ 

Bring along your rain gear from your Camino and share it with us all,  
along with the glad, or sad, tales – whichever you experienced!   

After we have looked at the wet weather gear options pilgrims have discovered,  
there will be plenty of opportunity to chat and exchange experiences,  
and for any newbies to ply those with more experience with questions.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please bring: 
 a plate of food to share for afternoon tea,  

a gold coin donation, 
your photos 

 & 
any friends you may wish to inspire!   

Photo: A pilgrim walking into Santiago, in Galicia, in the rain of course! 
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Be an armchair pilgrim (see article on 
page 5) and travel the Camino again 
with this quiz. For the answers see the 
next newsletter (#7, December) 

 

1. What are the 2 possible meanings of 

‘Compostela’? 

2. What does Via de la Plata mean and 

why? 

3. What is Spain’s connection to  

chocolate? 

4. What are the 4 squares that bound 

Santiago Cathedral and what do 

they mean? 

5. How many miracles did St James 

perform? 

6. What is the origin of the ‘goose 

game’ depicted on the pavement in 

the Plaza de Santiago in Logrono? 

7. What is the name of the hermit said 

to have discovered the site of St 

James’ bones? 

8. Name at least 5 notables who have 

walked the Camino. 

9. What are the 5 items a mediaeval 

pilgrim needed for the Camino? 

10. How much does the botafumeiro weigh? 

11. Which country still has the power to send a  

criminal to walk the Camino as penance? 

12. What minor gemstone is Santiago famous for? 

13. Where is the Bridge of Rabies and why is it so called? 

14. What is the origin of ‘Pamplona’? 

15. When is the next Año Santo (Holy Year)? 

16. Where does St James stand at which crossroads? 

17. When is St Fermin’s Day and what happens to  

celebrate it?  

A replica of the 
botufumeiro, in a shop  

window in Santiago (Qu.10) 

Above: A modern-day medieval pilgrim, and 
some of his needs as depicted along  
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18. What is the meaning of the huge 

metal black bull silhouette seen 

occasionally at the side of the road? 

19. What is the legend of the Bridge at 

Orbigo? 

20. Where is the fountain that dispens-

es free wine to pilgrims and why? 

21. Why were Aussie eucalypts  

introduced to Spain? 

22. Who is said to have written the 

Codex Calixtinus and when? 

23. How many meanings for the scallop 

shell, concha veneris, do you know? 

(not as many as seen on the next 2 pages! ED) 

24. Why was the Church of St Nicolas in Portomarin moved, literally, further up 

the hill? 

25. What were the 3 great pilgrimage routes of the Middle Ages and their  

symbols? 

26. Who was almost made the patron saint of Spain in lieu of St James? 

27. The stunning cathedrals at Burgos and Leon are exceptional pieces of Gothic 

architecture on the Camino route. Why was Gothic architecture so named 

and how does it compare with the more usual Romanesque style seen along 

the Camino?  

28.  “He who travels to Santiago and not to El Salvador honours the servant and 

ignores the master.” What 2 churches does this quote refer to?  

29. Why is the Camino linked with the Milky Way? 

30. When was the Camino declared a UNESCO 

World Heritage site? 

 

Alison Bell (SA) 

 

The Porta do Camino in the most recent 
Holy Year (note the string of lights) (Qu.15) 

Seen in Galicia: 
sign along the 
road (left) and  

gum trees 
(right) 

(see Questions  
18 & 21  

respectively). 
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Concha veneris: Copyright Michelle Courtney, Janet Leitch & Alison Bell 
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CHARGRILLED SPICY PADRON PEPPERS  

(PIMIENTOS DE PADRON) 

‘Unos pican otros’  
(Some are hot, some are not)  

 
Try this delicious recipe, popular in Spain as tapas!  

Most Padron peppers are not actually hot but you won’t know until you try!  
 

They come from Padrón in Galicia, about 22k from Santiago de Compostela 
(where legend has it that the stone boat carrying St James’s body reached 
Spain), having been brought there from South America, where they were  

supposedly grown for their aphrodisiac properties.  
In the 16th century, Spanish monks began growing the peppers  
inside the walls of their monastery in the village of Herbón. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buy a bag of pointy long green chillies. Rinse but don’t dry. 
 
Heat a splash of olive oil in a large solid frying pan over medium-high heat till 
the oil is smoky hot – about 2mins. 
 
Add the peppers (put the lid on!) and fry, tossing regularly, until the skins are 
slightly blackened and the peppers collapse—about 3mins on high heat, then 10m 
on low.  
 
Alternatively you can chargrill your green babies. 
 
Put directly onto the serving plate and sprinkle with sea salt flakes.  
 
Although I did not have this when I was in Spain, I made it recently and my 
guests loved it. And it wasn’t hot like you’d expect from chillies. Give it a go! 
 

Send your Camino offering(s) to the editor at  
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to avoid spam) 


